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News For People That Can Think Critically

THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
“No No You Guys, THIS US-Backed Coup Is
Perfectly Legitimate!”

I just keep tripping on how dumb this latest US-backed military coup
is. It’s in Bolivia in case you’ve lost track, which would be perfectly
understandable since US-backed coups have become kind of like US
mass shootings–there’s so many of them they’re starting to blend into
each other. Pg 1-2

Erdogan Using Government
Establishments to Promote
ISIS Ideology

Continuing on the anti-Islamic Muslim
Brotherhood and Wahhabi ideologies, the
Turkish pariah and caliph wannabe
Erdogan is using Turkish state
establishments to promote the ISIS school
of thought. Pg 7

US is the Source of, Not
“Solution” to Syrian War

The Strange Death of White Helmets Founder
James Le Mesurier Leaves Many Questions to be
Answered

James Le Mesurier, the founder of the Al-Qaeda affiliated White
Helmets (https://mintpressnews.cn/white-helmets-hala-systems-militarizationhumanitarianism-syria/262115/), known as an “aid organization” in the
West but known everywhere else for fabricating chemical weapon
provocations in Syria (https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/w/white-helmetsgroup-members-admit-to-staging-chemical-attacks-in-syria-russian-study-finds),
was found dead in Istanbul on Monday under dubious and confusing
circumstances, and many question marks are being raised about his
own death. Pg 2-3

Gaza Israel Escalation Explained: Who Started
It, Where Is It Going And Why?
Earlier this Tuesday morning, Israel initiated airstrikes against
Northern Gaza Strip killing the senior commander of Palestinian
Islamic Jihad (PIJ), Baha Abu al-Ata (43 years old), Asma
Mohammed (39 years old) and twenty-year-old Mohammed Atiyah. Pg
3-7

After the supposed US “withdrawal” from
Syria – Western media outlets have
causally reported on US troops now
preparing to occupy Syria’s oilfields east
of the Euphrates River. Pg 7-9

Additional Articles
The Houthis Are Preparing for a
Planned Israeli Attack on Yemen:
Pg 9-12

RT Interviews Syria’s Assad: Pg 1214

Vegan Washing: How Israel Uses
Veganism to Gloss Over Palestinian
Oppression: Pg 14-16
Narrative Managers In Overdrive
After Death Of White Helmets
Founder: Pg 16-18
Pedophiles ‘born not made’ claim
could see child molestation as a
‘sexual orientation’: Pg 18-20
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“No No You Guys,
THIS US-Backed
Coup Is Perfectly
Legitimate!”
Source:
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/11/1
4/no-no-you-guys-this-us-backed-coupis-perfectly-legitimate/

anything other than the thing
that it is. The Grayzone has
published an article
(https://thegrayzone.com/2019/11/13/b
olivian-coup-plotters-school-of-theamericas-fbi-police-programs/)

documenting this coup’s many
ties to Washington. Put it all
together, and you’ve got a USbacked military coup.

government today. They don’t
have to claim he’s starving his
own people. They don’t have to
claim that he’s using chemical
weapons. They don’t have to
claim that he’s governing
without the consent of the voting
populace. Just “Yeah well some
of us don’t like him and there’s
some paperwork we disagree
on.”

As happens every single time the
US tries to overthrow a
I mean really, how much lower
government these days, social can the bar get for when a USI mean, for starters the
backed military coup is
justifications for this one are so media is currently swarming
with small, brand-new and
justified? “Oh, that government
cartoonishly reachy and
suspicious-looking
accounts,
needed to be toppled because
desperate it boggles the mind a
the leader got a parking ticket
bit. The main argument you’ll many of which are publishing
the
same
words
verbatim,
all
once”? “Well the president wore
see in favor of the coup is that
white after Labor Day, and
Evo Morales was elected after defending and supporting the
coup.
Some
of
them
try
to
argue
that’s a fashion atrocity”?
Bolivia’s high court ruled that he
could run for a fourth term, but that Morales rigged last month’s
election, but that’s totally bogus So the Morales-supporting line
the (democratically elected)
and evidence-free. Others try to of succession has been ousted
court ruled against a 2016
and many of his supporters in
referendum on presidential term claim that “the people” of
Bolivia
opposed
Morales,
the government arrested by
limits.
strongly implying that he was
masked men, and now the USuniversally
loathed,
but
that
approved interim president is an
That’s it. That weird, pedantic
claim is invalidated by the
appalling racist and absolute
appeal to a particular
election
results
and
the
massive
dimwit who calls to mind a very
interpretation of bureaucratic
technicalities is the whole entire demonstrations against the coup. low-budget Bolivian version of
Sarah Palin.
argument in support of a literal
So the only actual argument
military coup backed by the
really boils down to “Well he
It’s absolutely amazing how
United States.
ran for another term, and yeah many people all across the
he won, and yeah the
political spectrum have been
And make no mistake, that’s
democratically
elected
high
sucked in by this ridiculousness.
exactly what this was: the
military ousting a government is court ruled he could run again, How lost do you have to be to
precisely the thing that a coup is. but a loud and violent minority believe that this US-backed
of Bolivians don’t want him to military coup is different from
The coup’s Christian fascist
all the others? How many times
leader Luis Fernando Camacho be president. What choice do
openly tweeted that the military you have in such circumstances is Charlie Brown going to run up
and try to kick Lucy’s football?
was actively pursuing Morales’ other than to support a literal
military
coup?”
arrest prior to the ousted leader’s
That bitch is never gonna let you
escape to Mexico, a tweet he
Which
is
just
so
crazy.
That’s
kick that goddamn football,
later deleted presumably because
how low the bar has sunk for
Charlie Brown. And this USthe admission makes it much
supporting
the
toppling
of
a
backed military coup isn’t going
harder to call this military coup
By Caitlin Johnstone
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to be any more moral, legal or
beneficial than all the others.

The Strange Death
of White Helmets
Founder James Le
Mesurier Leaves
Many Questions to
be Answered
Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/deathwhite-helmets-founder/5694898

By Paul Antonopoulos
Journalist Ramazan Bursa
claims that the suspicious death
clearly demonstrates the White
Helmet’s connection with
intelligence organizations,
particularly Britain’s MI6.
The connection between the
M16 and the White Helmets is
often overlooked by the Western
media, but on Friday, the
Russian Foreign Ministry made
a startling revelation. Foreign
Ministry spokeswoman Maria
Zakharova revealed that:
“The White Helmets co-founder,
James Le Mesurier, is a former
agent of Britain’s MI6, who has
been spotted all around the
world, including in the Balkans
and the Middle East. His
connections to terrorist groups
were reported back during his
mission in Kosovo.”
A few days later he was found
dead…
Of course, Karen Pierce, the UK

Permanent Representative to the
UN, denied the Russian
allegation, claiming that they
were “categorically untrue. He
was a British soldier,” before
describing the mercenary as a
“true hero.” The claim he is a
“true hero” is a curious choice
of words considering he has a
long history of working
alongside terrorists, as
Zakharova correctly highlighted.

faking chemical weapon
incidences, the group also has a
role in the execution of civilians
(https://www.salon.com/2017/05/25/yet
-another-video-shows-u-s-fundedwhite-helmets-assisting-public-heldexecutions-in-rebel-heldsyria_partner/) and using children
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2016/10/
18/crisis-extras-are-syrias-whitehelmets-recycling-their-barrel-bombvictims/4/) in their propaganda

campaigns. Mesurier was
without a doubt a man with deep
He served in the NATO war
connections and deep pockets,
against Serbia to defend the
with every resource available to
ethnic-Albanian terrorist Kosovo him from international
Liberation Army (KLA) in 2000, intelligence agencies and
who have now turned Kosovo significant experience in
into a heroin ‘smugglers
supporting terrorists in conflict
paradise,’ and a hub for human zones.
trafficking, organ harvesting and
arms trafficking in the attempt to The argument that the White
create an anti-Russian “Greater Helmets are not a civil defense
Albania.” However, it was not in team, especially as they never
Kosovo where he achieved his operated in government-held
fame, but rather his dubious
areas despite claiming to be
work in Syria.
neutral in the war, can easily be
made. Despite the constant
Not only did he establish and
colonial media claims that the
develop the White Helmets, but White Helmets are a true civilian
he secured significant funding rescue organization without
from the UK, U.S., Turkish,
terrorist links, Syrian film
German, Qatari, Dutch, Danish producer Kareem Abeed was not
and Japanese governments, and allowed to attend the Academy
helped raise money on
Awards to support his movie
Indiegogo. His deep connections about the White Helmets, “Last
to the British military and his
Men in Aleppo,” as his visa
expansive experience as a
application was officially denied
mercenary serving Gulf
by the U.S. government as he
dictatorships made him the
was “found ineligible for a visa
perfect figure to establish a
under Section 212(f) of the
“rescue group” aimed at
Immigration and Nationality
legitimizing terrorists operating Act.” The very fact that the U.S.
in Syria and to push for a
found White Helmets members
regime-change intervention.
nominated for the Academy
Awards to be a risk in the
Along with the White Helmet’s country shows that the White
ties to terrorist organizations and Helmets are just another classic
2
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example of Washington
weaponizing terrorists to
advance their own agendas, just
as the KLA were used against
Serbia or the mujahideen that
morphed into Al-Qaeda were
used against the Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan.

of a former member of the
British intelligence, however,
Turkish media reported it as the
death of the founder of the
White Helmets. In other words,
the Turkish media seems to have
tacitly admitted that White
Helmets are not an innocent
non-governmental organization.
Of course, after Turkey’s
invasion of northern Syria, there
were some changes in the
Damascus-Ankara relationship.
The West’s approach to the
Turkish invasion of northern
Syria may have also played a
role in changing the attitude
towards the White Helmets.

way the incident took place,
there is every suggestion that
this incident was murder, given
that there were cuts on his face,
fractures on his feet and that he
was found dead on the street,
according to Turkish media. The
probability of murder becomes
stronger.

Although the White Helmets
played a pivotal role in the
The question then shifts to who
propaganda campaign against
might have done? It is too early
Syria from 2013 onwards, they
to say who did it, and anything
now have nothing to defend or
forth said can only be considered
any purpose to serve as they
speculation, but the West does
only operate in areas that are
have a rich history of making
undeniably controlled by Altheir assets disappear when they
Qaeda affiliated groups and
are no longer needed.
other radical elements, in a very,
very small area of Syria. They A security source claimed that The White Helmets no longer
can no longer portray themselves Mesurier had fallen from the
have a purpose to serve in Syria
as an innocent organization that balcony of his home office with with the inevitable victory of
only helps civilians, as there is his death being treated as a
government forces over the
now endless evidence of their
suspected suicide, with a third Western-backed terrorists.
ties to terrorism, foreign
person – a diplomat – claiming Rather, the danger the White
intelligence agencies and
the circumstances around his
Helmets pose is a full-scale
doctoring of footage.
death were unclear, according to revelation on how deep their ties
The Sun. This also comes as
with Western and Gulf
If we consider that the founder BBC journalist Mark Urban said intelligence agencies and
of the White Helmets and the
in a series of now-deleted tweets terrorist organizations go.
deceased in Istanbul is a former that it would not “have been
Although revelations are slowly
British Intelligence officer, we possible” to fall from Le
beginning to emerge
can clearly see that it is a
Mesurier’s balcony, with him
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/10/
17/syria-exclusive-vanessa-beeleynetwork of civil defense
also Tweeting that “there’s a
organizations, in which British good deal of suspicion it may be meets-the-white-helmets-and-armedgroup-leader-in-daraa-al-balad/),
Intelligence is involved, and
murder by a state actor, but
Mesurier no doubt had a wealth
supported by other intelligence others suggest he may have
of knowledge on many dirty
agencies. The dubious death of a taken his own life.”
secrets related to Syria and the
former British intelligence
member living in Istanbul with Essentially, no one knows just imperialist war against it.
his family is thought provoking yet whether it was murder,
and must raise serious questions. suicide or an accident. This has
Gaza Israel
not stopped the British media
Escalation
It is also thought-provoking that from alluding that there may be
this person is based in Istanbul. a connection to the “Russian
Explained: Who
The death of Mesurier could
smear campaign” made on
have been reported as the death Friday and his death on Monday. Started It, Where Is
of a British citizen or the death However, when we look at the
It Going And Why?
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Source:
https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/palestine/3657gaza-israel-escalation-explained.html

By Robert Inlakesh

This ‘targeted assassination’ of a
PIJ leader in Gaza was not the
end of the Israeli mission,
however. Another round of
Israeli airstrikes was then
launched targeting Western
Mezzeh in Damascus, Syria,
targeting Akram Ajjouri, a
deputy leader in the Palestinian
Islamic Jihad movement. The
strike took place at roughly 4:20
A.M in the morning and hit the
residence of the PIJ commander,
killing his son, injuring his
daughter and murdering a
bodyguard named Abdallah
Hassan. The strike also injured
10 others, missing the Akram
Ajjouri who escaped the blast.
In response to these ‘targeted
assassinations’, as Israel calls
them, both Islamic Jihad and
Hamas launched a barrage of
rockets at Israeli towns and
cities.
Over 450 rockets have been
fired from Gaza into Israel,
striking Tel Aviv, Sderot, and
Ashekolon and even triggering
alarms as far away as Jerusalem.
Islamic Jihad’s armed wing, the

al-Quds brigades, have vowed to narrative once again. Despite the
continue their responses.
fact that Israel committed a
flagrant violation of the Syrian
Israel has also fired hundreds of Arab Republics' sovereignty, it
Missiles into Gaza, destroying killed a Palestinian leader
190 homes, injuring over 111
without any due legal process
(mostly civilians) and killing
and has been the all-out
over 34. Included in the dead
aggressor and only side to inflict
have been at least 8 children and civilian casualties.
3 women in Gaza. Israel has also
damaged 15 schools with their The mainstream Western media,
airstrikes and attacked a power in fact, deals such a detriment to
facility, shutting off the
the journalistic field of work electricity supply in Eastern
when it comes to Palestine/Israel
Gaza.
- that it is probably better to
receive your news straight from
The rocket fire into Israel has
the IDF twitter page than it is
proven to have successfully
from them. At least with the
overwhelmed Israel’s air defense Israeli military propaganda, you
systems, specifically its Iron
are getting the clear
Dome air defense systems.
propagandistic perspective of
Considering the fact that most of Israel. Instead of listening to a
the rockets fired are nothing
loosely put together, poorly
more than enhanced fireworks, packaged, piece of romantic
this is extremely embarrassing to action drama, just listen to the
Israel and proves that its systems Israeli foreign ministry. You will
are a failure. Reports have also then have one side of the story
surfaced indicating that one of and not just hasbara constructed
Gaza’s armed factions scored a to present specifically to an
direct hit, using an RPG, on an assumed ignorant Western
Israeli Merkava Tank. Despite audience, in order to garner
the rocket fire destroying homes, support for Israel.
vehicles, and roads, no Israeli
civilians have been killed.
The Return Of Targeted
Israel clearly started the recent
round of hostilities in Gaza, it
has killed and injured
overwhelming non-combatants
and has somehow received, yet
again, favorable coverage in the
Western Press.

Assassinations?
A widely repeated claim that is
being spread throughout Western
media, is that Israel has just
resumed its policy of ‘targeted
assassinations’ and that it hasn’t
been involved in such activities
in years. This is incorrect.

The BBC, FOX NEWS, SKY,
MSNBC, CNN and the rest of
Israel has consistently carried
the alphabet soup of corporate
out targeted assassinations inside
media outlets, have joined in on
of Syria, this year, targeting
the anti-Palestinian hasbara
Iranian military personnel,
4
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Hezbollah and others. In fact,
The first reason for Israel’s
The second reason for Israel
just back in September there was recent acts of aggression is that wanting to initiate a war or even
nearly a war sparked between
the Israelis are likely concerned just launch these, so-called
Lebanon and Israel due to a
about the recent developments ‘targeted assassination’ strikes is
campaign of ‘targeted
on the Palestinian political
the current election deadlock
assassinations’ of Hezbollah
scene. All of the Palestinian
Israel finds itself in. After
members.
factions have come together and Israel’s snap elections on the
decided that it is time to hold
17th of September, the Israeli
The only thing that has changed new elections in the occupied
regime has been in shambles,
this week, is that Israel has
territories.
with a possible third election on
resumed its assassination
the horizon within the space of
campaign against Palestinian
There have been numerous
one year.
leaders. A particularly dangerous failed proposals for new
development as the last war on elections and unity before, yet it Israel’s current Prime Minister
Gaza in 2014 was started, in
has failed time and time again, Benjamin Netanyahu was given
part, as a result of ‘targeted
but this time it seems to really be the first chance at forming a
assassinations’.
a possibility. This, of course,
coalition in the Israeli Knesset,
scares the Israelis, because they despite winning one less seat
Another problem with the
know that if any other factions, than his rival Benny Gantz.
reporting on this issue has been other than Fatah, win in the West Netanyahu, the leader of Israel’s
the way the term “targeted
Bank, Israel will have to deal
Right-Wing Likud Party was
assassinations” itself is being
with a new type of resistance
then unable to form a coalition
used, implying that the target is, from West Bankers.
and passed the torch onto his
in fact, a single person when this
rival Benny Gantz, heading the
is clearly not the case. Entire
More important though, is that Blue and White Party. Gantz is
families of those targeted from there will also likely be an end still unable to form a coalition.
the Palestinian Islamic Jihad
to the ‘security coordination’
leadership, have also been
between the Palestinian
If a third snap election happens,
injured and killed in the attacks. Authority and the Israeli
Netanyahu who is still the
occupation army, which allows reigning PM will have to deal
This policy is a cowardly one, Israel to operate its cost-free
with the “Gaza problem” which
one not rooted in international occupation of the territory.
has led to him losing many votes
law, and seeks to kill members
in the past, especially in the
of groups with their entire
If these strikes escalate into war, South of Israel. So executions of
families whilst they are
then the Palestinian Authority
the leadership in Gaza, are a
defenseless and without any
headed by Abbas’s Fatah Party, great PR move for Netanyahu
legal process.
will likely abandon the idea of and a war, or even more,
elections and condemn Gaza’s targeted assassinations could
Why Is Israel Attacking aggression. We can assume this help him win the next election.
as in 2014, unity government
Gaza Now?
talks were ongoing and the
Netanyahu’s Revenge On
prospects for it to go further
Gaza
In order to understand Israel’s
were completely destroyed upon
decision to target the Islamic
the war's initiation. In 2014, the
Jihad leadership, we have to
In order to understand the
war was also started after
keep in mind two key factors,
origins of the current Israeli rage
targeted assassinations of Hamas
both Israeli and Palestinian
influenced actions, we have to
officials.
politics.
look back to November of 2018,
when Israel failed a special
5
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forces operation in Gaza,
Minister’ after Netanyahu
this day, yet the protesters have
ultimately resulting in the death refused to go to war. He has
been ignored and smeared in the
of an Israeli commander, the
been the kingmaker in Israeli
West. This was the last desperate
death of a Hamas commander
politics ever since and his
cry from Gaza for a peaceful
and a fight that would ensue in opposition to Netanyahu stems solution and the West has killed
the following hours and days.
from this escalation in Gaza last it.
Israel sought to kidnap a Hamas November.
Al-Qassam brigades
Nothing was done to stop
commander, Nur Barakah,
This year there has been a
Israel’s massacre and the media
perhaps wanting to achieve a
number of ‘flare-ups’ all of
described the protests as
‘prisoner swap’ type deal,
which Israel has not come out of “clashes”. Hilarious that is that
exchanging him for the bodies of looking militarily good, they
these so-called clashes, have
Israelis killed in combat,
have consistently killed civilians gone on for over a year and a
currently held by Hamas. Israel and have been fought off by
half and yet no Israeli has even
failed badly and the Israeli press Gazan armed factions. This is
sustained so much as a
shed light on their failure.
despite the fact that Hamas and significant wound.
the other armed factions in Gaza
Hamas also successfully used an have much less in terms of
Gaza only has two options at this
anti-tank missile, in an attack
weapons technology.
point, to resist the Israeli
that destroyed an Israeli bus.
aggression with whatever
Hamas waited for Israel to claim If Netanyahu is to impress the weapons they have, or to lay
that the bus was full of civilians, Israeli population with his
down and die. The West and
before releasing a video that
military campaign against Gaza Israel will only accept the latter.
revealed the bus was filled with and can bring Avigdor
military personnel. Hamas
Lieberman around, he will be
What happens next?
waited and fired the anti-tank
able to successfully form a
missile, following the departure coalition government in the third The ceasefire which was
of all but one soldier, from the round of snap elections.
announced to have taken place at
bus. This was used, to threaten
5:30 A.M this Wednesday has
Israel. The Secretary-General of Why Is Violence The Only already failed due to Israel not
Hezbollah, Sayyed Hassan
Option For Gaza?
respecting the demands of
Nasrallah, claimed that
Islamic Jihad and then later PIJ
Hezbollah had smuggled the
rocket fire into Israel. The two
The response of Palestinian
anti-tank missiles into Gaza.
Islamic Jihad is quite literally all sides are now firing back and
that they could have done. The forth again.
The Salahaldeen Brigades then
peaceful resistance has been
leaked a video to ‘Al-Mayadeen
shunned by the world’s media, Currently, Hamas, which rules
TV’, revealing an operation
the Gaza Strip, has stayed out of
NGO’s, governments and the
from back in February of 2018.
the fight. If Hamas joins the
United Nations.
The video showed several
fight it will likely be an all-out
soldiers being killed, by an
Since the 30th of March, 2018, war between Israel and Gaza.
explosive laced flag pole. The
Hamas has only stayed out of the
over 330 unarmed Palestinian
operation was at the time
demonstrators have been killed fight this long because they seek
covered up by an embarrassed
to allow for Palestinian elections
by Israeli sniper and tear gas
Israeli military.
to take place and a war would
fire, 44,000+ have also been
prevent this from happening.
injured since that time. The
Avigdor Lieberman then
‘Great Return March’
resigned as Israel’s ‘Defence
There will likely be more
demonstrations continue until
6
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massacres in the Gaza Strip in
the coming days.

Erdogan Using
Government
Establishments to
Promote ISIS
Ideology
Source:
https://www.syrianews.cc/erdoganusing-government-establishments-topromote-isis-ideology/

By Arabi Souri
SANA: A former veteran officer
in the Turkish police disclosed
that the Turkish President
Erdogan is using the state
establishments to distribute ISIS
books which will lead to the
creation of new generations of
terrorists.
Ahmet Aela in a video
distributed by social media said:
‘Erdogan can communicate with
many people using state’s
funding and by brainwashing
the people working in the public
establishments, Erdogan using
the twisted thoughts by
promoting the twisted books.’

Ayla pointed to the authoritarian
and repressive practices of the
Erdogan regime against the
Turks, he added: “There is a
great fear among Turkish
citizens to write any tweet on
social networking sites or raise
their voice for fear of
imprisonment.”

and why, but they wouldn’t
listen. Now they end up with
Erdogan and his anti-Islamic
Muslim Brotherhood party
which he removed any heads
that would compete with his
absolute ruling and remained the
party’s ‘chosen one’.

US is the Source of,

Events over the past years have
demonstrated the involvement of Not “Solution” to
the Erdogan regime and its
Syrian War
government in supporting and
financing armed terrorist
Source: https://journalorganizations in Syria and other neo.org/2019/11/12/us-is-the-sourceof-not-solution-to-syrian-war/
countries in addition to making
Turkey a passage for the
By Tony Cartalucci
crossing of tens of thousands of
terrorists coming from different
countries of the world to Syrian Articles include carefully
selected “experts” who avoid
territory.
any mention of how illegal or
indefensible the presence of US
Six and half years ago we
detailed the schools Erdogan is forces in Syria is to begin with,
let alone any mention of “why”
using to graduate the radical
US troops are preparing to
generations who are loyal to
him. Our colleague went inside “claim” Syria’s natural
one of their schools and joined resources.

their events. He was astonished
by the amounts of money spent The Guardian in its piece, “US
plans to send tanks to Syria oil
on these schools and the
fields, reversing Trump troop
communities attached to it.
withdrawal – reports,” illustrates
a voluntary dereliction of due
diligence in investigating or
questioning Western actions in
The Turkish retired officer who
Syria.
served for 25 years in the
Turkish police added: ‘Erdogan
One is left to assume what the
is taking advantage of public
US would claim as its excuse for
establishments to distribute ISIS
remaining in Syria – likely based
publications which are bought We tried to warn the Turks since on a narrative of denying
by the Turkish Ministry of
terrorist organizations such as Al
that time about the danger of
Education, and these ISIS books radicalizing their young men in Qaeda or the so-called “Islamic
are distributed to Turkish
these schools but it was useless, State” (ISIS) and their affiliates
libraries with the Turkish state Turks think they’re somehow
access to resources to “fund”
emblem on it.’
superior to Arabs, not sure how their return to the region.
7
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The most obvious and
clandestine operations aimed at designating Al Qaeda affiliate –
sustainable solution would be to Iran and its ally Syria. A by- al-Nusra – a foreign terrorist
transfer control of Syria’s
product of these activities has organization, it was admitted:
oilfields to Syria itself. Syria has been the bolstering of Sunni
overcome terrorist organizations extremist groups that espouse a
Since November 2011, alin all areas Damascus has now
militant vision of Islam and are
Nusrah Front has claimed
restored order to, and with the
hostile to America and
nearly 600 attacks – ranging
restoration of its oilfields and
sympathetic to Al Qaeda.
from more than 40 suicide
related industries, would be in an
attacks to small arms and
even better position to both
The article would mention the
improvised explosive device
rebuild the nation and defend
Muslim Brotherhood by name
operations – in major city
against the very elements who and described specific US
centers including Damascus,
destroyed it in the first place.
support under what was then the Aleppo, Hamah, Dara, Homs,
Bush administration already
Idlib, and Dayr al-Zawr. During
But this assumes that the US is being funnelled to the group in these attacks numerous innocent
interested in preventing the
Syria.
Syrians have been killed.
resurgence of terrorist
organizations in the region –
The Brotherhood is an extremist If the US and its allies were
ignoring the fact that the US
front with direct ties to Al Qaeda providing billions of dollars
deliberately created them in the and who were at the epicenter of worth of weapons and
first place and deliberately used the supposed “Arab Spring” in equipment to “moderate rebels,”
them to both trigger, then fuel 2011. From 2011 onward – then who provided al-Nusra with
the Syrian war from its very
under the Obama administration even more weapons and
beginning in 2011.
– US support continued in the equipment enabling it to
form of both financial and
dominate the battlefield?
The US is the Source of military aid.
The US – as it has done in
Syria’s War
Articles like the New York
virtually all other wars of
Time’s, “Arms Airlift to Syria
aggression abroad – simply lied
As early as 2007, real journalists
Rebels Expands, With Aid From about the nature of those it was
warned of US plans to bolster
C.I.A.,” would admit to billions arming – having from the
opposition groups linked to
of dollars worth of arms from
beginning and just as journalists
terrorist organizations like Al
the US flowing into Syria to fuel like Seymour Hersh warned –
Qaeda in a bid to undermine Iran
the destructive war.
deliberately armed and aided
and its ally Syria.
extremists to wage a proxy war
Despite Western media claims of regime change against Syria.
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
that the Syrian conflict was
Seymour Hersh in his 2007 New
being fought between the
Arsonists, Not Firefighters
Yorker article, “The Redirection:
government and “moderate
Is the Administration’s new
rebels,” the US State
Nothing the US has done in
policy benefitting our enemies in
Department itself admitted that regards to Syria has amounted to
the war on terrorism?,” would
within the first year of fighting, genuine efforts to end the
provide an ominous, but crystalAl Qaeda had already
conflict. Throughout the conflict
clear warning of what awaited
established a dominate position the US continued to adjust its
both Syria and the wider region.
on the battlefield.
war propaganda to justify first
its invasion and occupation of
In an official statement on the eastern Syria to “fight ISIS” –
State Department’s own website then to incrementally move
The U.S. has also taken part in

Hersh would warn:
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toward justifying a direct US
military intervention against the
Syrian government itself with
troops “serendipitously” already
staged inside Syrian territory.

the Syrian state’s access to its
own resources needed to fuel the
country and fund reconstruction.

s-preparing-planned-israel-attackyemen/262730/

Far from firefighters, the US is
an unrepentant arsonist blocking
From 2015 onward in the wake firefighters from doing their job.
of Russia’s intervention – direct US foreign policy has become so
US military intervention was
overtly malign that the Western
taken off the table and the US
media is unable to even address
By Ahmed Abdulkareem
occupation confined to eastern basic questions such as “why”
Syria where its unsustainable
the US is remaining in Syria –
SANA’A, YEMEN — As the
narrative regarding a Syrian
and doing so amid Syria’s
war in Yemen nears the end of
“Kurdistan” withered.
oilfields.
its fifth year, the situation in the
country seems to be escalating.
Today – we find a US still
Just as has been the case
attempting to justify its illegal throughout the Syrian war, US There are strong indications that
and indefensible occupation of machinations will be defeated by Israel is planning to launch
airstrikes against the country
Syrian territory. Syria and its
Syria and its allies patiently
under the pretext of preventing
allies have attempted to provide creating conditions on the
an Iranian military presence
Washington with a host of face- ground in which current US
from taking hold, a move that is
saving opportunities to withdraw policies are no longer tenable
and allow the conflict to finally forcing Washington to fall back likely to open the door for
further escalation.
end – returning peace and
further still.
stability to the nation of Syria
On Saturday, Ansar Allah, the
and its people.
In the meantime, continued
efforts to expose the truth of this political wing of Yemen’s
Houthis, announced that Yemeni
The US continues to pose as part war’s genesis and to prevent
of a “solution” to the very Syrian those who were responsible for forces would not hesitate to
crisis journalists like Seymour it from attempting to prolong it “deal a stinging blow” to Israel
in the case Tel Aviv decides to
Hersh as early as 2007 revealed further by posing as
the US had deliberately
“peacemakers” and “protectors” launch attacks in Yemen. The
engineered.
is essential. If the US wants to Houthis reaffirmed that their
anti-Israel position is based on a
pose as “peacemakers” and
Just as an unrepentant arsonist “protectors,” Syria and its allies principled, humanitarian, moral,
would not be involved in efforts may allow them to do so only to and religious commitment.
Historically, neither the Yemeni
to extinguish the fire they started save face amid their total and
Army nor the Houthis
– the US cannot be involved in otherwise unconditional
themselves, have ever targeted
efforts to resolve a conflict it
departure from Syria.
Israel directly.
itself started – nor is the US at
this point demonstrating any
The Houthis Are The threat from Israel is not
genuine desire to end the
Preparing for a without precedent. Israel has
conflict.
used claims of alleged Iranian
Planned
Israeli
military attachments in countries
Squatting on Syrian oilfields is
like Syria and Iraq as
Attack
on
Yemen
yet another intentional tactic
justification for airstrikes and
being used to draw the Syrian
Source:
bombings against those nations.
war out even longer – impeding
https://www.mintpressnews.com/houthi
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Now, Israel appears to be using
Iran’s alleged presence in
Yemen, an allegation that both
Tehran and the Houthis deny, as
a pretext for military action in
the country despite no evidence
indicating that there are any
Iranian forces present there.

nations to exercise vigilance in
the face of what he called Israeli
plots to gain a political, military,
and cultural foothold in their
respective countries.

the country’s west coast and
along the Saudi-Yemen border in
coordination with the Saudi-led
Coalition.

Ansar Allah’s announcement
On Saturday, massive
also comes in the wake of a
demonstrations took place across number of recent statements
Yemen’s major cities to
made by a number of Israeli
Ansar Allah leader Abdulmalik commemorate the Prophet
officials claiming that Yemen
al-Houthi said in televised
Mohammed’s birth, an occasion has become a threat to Israel.
speech marking the anniversary known to Muslims as Maulud
Speaking during a visit by U.S.
of the Prophet Muhammad,
Nabi. While the occasion is a
Secretary of Treasury Steven
“Our people will not hesitate to religious one, it is a public
Mnuchin and White House aid
declare jihad (holy war) against holiday in Yemen and is marked Jared Kushner, Netanyahu
the Israeli enemy, and to launch with the singing of the national claimed that Iran has supplied
the most severe strikes against anthem and the waving of green missiles to the Houthis that
sensitive targets in the occupied flags. Many protesters told
could hit Israel. The Houthis
territories if the enemy engages MintPress News that any attack regard these statements as a
in any folly against our people.” by Israel would not cause the
justification and prelude to
The occasion marks the largest Yemeni people any more
strikes on the country, similar to
festival held by the Houthis
suffering than they have already those that Israel unilaterally
during which they reveal their endured, but would push them to carried out against sites in Syria
domestic and foreign policies for join a “holy war” against Israel. and Iraq.
the coming year.
In August, Kuwaiti newspaper
The Houthis also called on the
al-Jarida released a report saying
Saudi regime to stop the war and
that Israel is planning on striking
siege on Yemen, warning that
sensitive positions on the Bab althere would be risks and
Mandab strait which links the
consequences for the Kingdom
Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden,
should they continue their
to target “Houthis” in the area.
attacks. Al-Houthi also
The newspaper, which cited an
Houthi supporters attend the Moulid
confirmed that Yemenis will
anonymous informed source,
al-Nabi celebrations in Sanaa, Yemen,
continue to develop their
Nov. 9, 2019. Hani Mohammed | AP said Israeli intelligence agency
military capability, adding that,
Mossad has been monitoring
“Anyone who uses the war and According to three government activities in the Yemeni strait.
siege to control us and
officials in Sana’a that spoke to
subjugate us is seeking the
Israel’s entry into the Yemen war
MintPress on the condition of
impossible, and the consequence anonymity, the Houthi’s
could indeed open the door for
is failure.”
further escalation, a prospect
warnings are both serious and
well-placed. Those officials said made more likely by both the
Al-Houthi also pointed to the
that the government in Sana’a increased strength of Ansar
ongoing mass protest
Allah forces and by Israel’s
has already confirmed
movements in Lebanon and Iraq, information that Israel is
increasingly cozy relationship
advising nations in the Middle preparing to launch airstrikes on with the Gulf Arab countries of
East to resolve their issues
the coalition. The fact that Saudi
both military sites and civil
vigilantly. He asked those
targets in Yemen, especially on Arabia and the UAE recently
10
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sought negotiations with Houthis “Iran proxy fighters” that
after they were unable to win the international media so often
war militarily, despite their
claims them to be. Indeed, the
superior firepower and funding, U.S. State Department even
only increases the likelihood of admitted in leaked cables that
Israel’s entry into Yemen.
the Houthis were not an Iran
proxy and that they received
In fact, Israel is alleged to have neither funding nor weapons
already participated in the war from Iran.
against Yemen on behalf of the
Saudi-led coalition as a part of a There are a convergence of
series of covert interventions
interests between the Houthis
involving mercenary forces, the and Iran, including opposition to
reported launching of dozens of Israel’s internationallyairstrikes in the country and
recognized theft of Palestinian
even the dropping of a neutron land, but if Israel involves itself
bomb on Nuqm Mountain in the directly in the conflict in Yemen,
middle the capital Sana’a in May it is likely that the Houthi
of 2015.
alliance with Iran will grow and
may actually spur Tehran into
Kicking the hornet’s nest providing precise and
sophisticated weapons to Ansar
Like Saudi Arabia and the UAE, Allah, turning the fears of Israel
into a self-fulfilling prophecy.
there is a problem with the

Ansar Allah hit two of Saudi
Arabia’s oil facilities in Abqaiq
and Khurais, an attack that led to
a suspension of about 50 percent
of the Arab Kingdom’s crude
and gas production.
Prior to that, they targeted vital
facilities deep inside of Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates, including the Barakah
Nuclear Power Station in Abu
Dhabi, the capital of the UAE, as
well as the King Khalid
International Airport near
Riyadh, more than 800 km from
Yemen’s northern border. Now,
they have developed their
arsenal of ballistic missiles and
drones even further and experts
say are likely capable of hitting
vital targets inside of Israel.
Yemen’s Army is ready to
launch those missiles if Ansar
Allah’s leader asks it to do, one
high-ranking military officer
told MintPress.

Israeli assessment of the
Meanwhile, many Israeli
situation in Yemen, as the
Houthis have never threatened to activists and media pundits are
hit an Israeli target and Houthi expressing concerns over what
attacks on Saudi-led Coalition they consider serious threats
from Yemen, pointing out that
countries have always been
these threats “should not be
retaliatory, not preemptive.
There are no vital targets to be underestimated by the Israelis.”
bombed in Yemen as the Saudi- The Israeli security parliament
led coalition has already nearly said that Israeli intelligence must
destroyed nearly every potential strictly monitor Yemen and take
necessary steps to secure Israeli
target, including civilian
A cameraman films a Saudi Aramco’s
ships sailing in the Bab Alinfrastructure. Moreover, any
oil facility damaged in a Sept. 14
Mandab
area,
describing
the
attack by Israel against Yemen
attack in Abqaiq, Sept. 20, 2019. Amr
will gain the Houthis even more statements made by Abdulmalik
Nabil | AP
popular support both inside of al-Houthi as serious.
Yemen and across the Islamic
Yemen’s Army, loyal to the
A well-stocked arsenal Houthis, is equipped with the
and Arab world.
Quds 1 winged missile which
Furthermore, there is no
Indeed the threats of Ansar
was used in an attack on the
evidence that Iran has any
Allah, a group known to strike Barakah Nuclear Power Station
military sites or experts in
sensitive targets without
in Abu Dhabi in December of
Yemen, and Yemen’s Army,
hesitation, are not without
2017. This year, several
loyal to Ansar Allah, are not the precedent. On September 14,
generations of the Quds 1 were
11
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reworked to provide the “ability forces and naval anti-ship
a blockade which has led to
to hit its targets and to bypass missiles.”
mass starvation and history’s
enemy interceptor systems,”
largest cholera outbreak, among
according to Ansar Allah.
Despite the well-established
other dire consequences.
precedent, many still doubt that
The Borkan 3 (Volcano 3),
the Houthis are capable of
The coalition, backed by the
whose predecessors were used carrying out attacks on the scale United States, has killed tens of
by the Houthis to strike targets and range of the attack that
thousands of Yemeni civilians
inside of Saudi Arabia and the struck an Aramco facility in
since the war began. Moreover,
UAE, is capable of traveling
Saudi Arabia earlier this year — the coalition’s blockade of food
even further than the Borkan 1 instead, accusing Iran of
and medicine has plagued the
and 2. The Borkan is a modified orchestrating the attacks. Yet
country with an unprecedented
Scud missile and was used in a repeatedly underestimating the famine and has triggered a
strike on the King Khalid
Houthis was one of the major
deadly outbreak of preventable
International Airport near
mistakes made by the Saudi-led diseases that have cost thousands
Riyadh, more than 800 km from coalition, who has failed to
of people their lives.
Yemen’s northern border. The
defeat the group after nearly five
missile was able to evade U.S. years of fierce battles against
Last week, the Armed Conflict
Patriot missile air-defense
them, despite being equipped
Location & Event Data Project
systems.
with the latest U.S.-supplied
revealed that Yemen’s death toll
weaponry — everything from
rose to a shocking 100,000 since
Yemen’s Army also posses the M1A2 Abrams tanks and M2
2015. The database shows
Samad 3 reconnaissance drone Bradley fighting vehicles to AH- approximately 20,000 people
and the Qasef 2K drone. Both
64D Apache helicopters, as well have been killed this year,
were used in strikes against the as having an air force equipped already making 2019 the secondAbu Dhabi and Dubai airports. with a high-tech arsenal.
deadliest year on record after
The Samad 3 has an estimated
2018, with 30,800 dead. Those
range of 1,500 to 1,700 km.
However, it would be difficult numbers do not include those
Moreover, the Yemen Army
for the Yemeni Army to prevent who have died in the
recently unveiled a new drone aerial attacks by Israel. Yemeni humanitarian disasters caused by
with a range exceeding 1,700 km airspace has been open to the
the war, particularly starvation.
and equipped with advanced
coalition and to American drones
technology that would render it since the war broke out in 2015. Given the nature of Israel’s
difficult for air defense systems Any attack by the Yemen army recent wars against Gaza and
to detect.
would likely come in retaliation Lebanon, it is unlikely that Israel
to an Israeli attack and would hit would feel constrained by any
One Ansar Allah military source Israeli military bases in Eritrea, moral dilemma should they
told MintPress that mines would Israeli ships in the Red Sea as
chose to launch airstrikes against
also be deployed against Israeli well as hit vital targets deep
civilians in Yemen.
battleships and watercraft in the inside of Israel, according to
Red Sea if Israel decides to
Yemeni military sources.
RT Interviews
launch attacks against Yemen.
Syria’s Assad
Indeed, Yemen’s military
An already dire situation
recently revealed its
Source:
domestically-manufactured
The war, which began in March https://stephenlendman.org/2019/11/rtmarine mines dubbed the
2015, has led to the world’s
interviews-syrias-assad/
“Mersad,” and is reportedly
worst humanitarian crisis
“actively developing its naval
By Stephen Lendman
resulting from the bombing and
12
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President Bashar al-Assad
remains overwhelming popular
in a country ravaged by US-led
aggression, war in its 9th year,
no near-term resolution in
prospect because bipartisan US
hardliners reject restoration of
peace and stability to the
country.
On Monday, Russia’s Sergey
Lavrov said the following:

or trusted.
Assad condemned Turkey’s
invasion of Syrian territory for
the third time since the Obama
regime launched war on the
country in March 2011 — using
ISIS and other jihadists as
imperial foot soldiers, supported
by Pentagon-led terror-bombing
since 2014.

said there was use of chemical
weapons, is the one who should
prove his story. He is the one
who should offer evidence that
it’s been used.”
“What’s the evidence that they
have to prove their story?
Nothing, they have nothing” —
because nothing exists, antiSyria claims fabricated, not real.

He denounced disinformation
He denounced White Helmets,
“We will insist that the Syrian and Big Lies by US and other
masquerading as civil defense
army occupies the entire
Western politicians throughout workers, explaining they’re an
territory of its state as quickly as the war, condemning Western
“offshoot of al-Nusra.”
possible. Only this will help put media for repeating them,
a reliable end to terrorism and suppressing reality on the
He slammed false accusations of
resolve all the issues said with a ground.
Syrian forces killing civilians,
final political settlement,”
people they’re fighting to
Assad: “(M)ore than 100,000
liberate and protect.
adding:
Syrian soldiers…were martyred
or wounded” since 2011…let
They’re combatting US“As for what the United States is alone (countless) tens of
supported jihadists who terrorize
doing in Syria’s north…it’s an thousands of civilians…killed… civilians, holding many
attempt to, in fact, rob Syria and execut(ed)…kidnapped…killed thousands captive as human
take control over its oil fields… later or disappeared.
shields.
and it brings nothing good to the
Syrian settlement.”
At his request, Russia intervened They “bombard civilians on a
in September 2015 to help
daily basis,” responsible for
“It only retains a significant Syrian forces combat the
“hundreds of thousands of
source of concern and a
scourge of US-supported
deaths”, along with Pentagonsignificant threat in this part of terrorism.
led terror-bombing.
Syria.”
He denounced false accusations Assad denounced the false
Trump earlier and more recently about use of chemical weapons notion of peaceful uprisings in
saying he intended to withdraw for Syrian forces — used by
2011 against his government,
US forces from the country was jihadists against defenseless
saying:
head-fake deception. Endless US civilians, wrongfully blamed on
occupation continues in war-torn Damascus.
“At the very beginning during
Syria.
the demonstrations, during the
“Every time they (falsely) talk
first few days, we lost five
Last week, RT interviewed
about using the chemical
policemen by shooting, by
Assad, his remarks always
weapons, it is when we advance, bullets. How could we talk about
refreshingly candid and
not when we lose,” he stressed. peaceful demonstrations while
straightforward — polar
you have policemen killed.”
opposite double-talking Western “Every story was nothing more
politicians never to be believed
than allegation. The one who
“(T)he word ‘peaceful
13
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demonstrations’ was not correct.
There was shooting, and you
can’t tell who’s shooting at
police, and who’s the one
shooting at the civilians,
because in most of the incidents
at that time, the police didn’t
have even machine guns or
pistols.”

He condemned US and Turkish
complicity in earlier smuggling
of Syrian oil by ISIS. When
Trump said he was taking the
oil, “he was not talking about
something new.”
It’s been going on throughout
most of the war in flagrant
violation of international law.

On relations with the West,
Assad stressed that he has none
with countries involved with US
aggression.
He denounced false accusations
of Syrian and Russian aerial
operations killing civilians —
how the US, NATO, Israel and
the Saudis operate, not
Damascus and Moscow.

He denounced false accusations
of Syrian use of torture. “We
“The Americans always try to
don’t have torture policy in
loot other countries in different In all his interviews, Assad
Syria,” he stressed.
ways regarding not only their oil stresses that his goal is to
or money, or financial
liberate all Syrian territory from
The vast majority of Syrians
resources,” Assad stressed, illegal foreign occupation —
support Assad and his
adding:
what it’ll take to restore peace
government. “(T)hat’s why
and stability to the country.
we’ve been here for nine years
“They loot their rights, their
in spite of all this aggression by
political rights, every other
Vegan Washing:
the West.”
right. That’s their historical role
How Israel Uses
at least after World War II.”
The Americans “invaded
Veganism to Gloss
Afghanistan. They got nothing. “So, it’s not something new. It’s
Over Palestinian
They invaded Iraq. They got
not strange or disconnected
nothing, and they started to
from their previous policy, but
Oppression
invade other countries but in
from time to time it takes
different ways.”
different shape, and this shape,
looting the oil, is the starkest
“They change the way. The
way of the American policy,
problem with the Unites States
looting the rights of other
now is that they fight a survival
people.”
war from their point of view
because they are losing their
Addressing Israel, he called the
hegemony. So, they wanted to
Jewish state “our enemy. They
Source:
fight the Russian, the Iranians, occupy our land. (They support https://www.mintpressnews.com/veganthe Syrians.”
ISIS and other) terrorists.”
washing-israel-veganism-palestinianoppression/262707/

They use “proxies” — ISIS, alQaeda, al-Nusra and other
jihadists as foot soldiers.
US manipulation undermined
conflict resolution talks in
Geneva. “That’s why we went to
Sochi with the Russians,” Assad
explained.

“Every time the Syrian army
advanced against those AlNusra terrorists in the south,
Israel used to bombard our
troops, and whenever we
advance somewhere else in
Syria, their airplanes started
committing air strikes against
our army. That’s what’s
happening.”
14

By Alan Macleod
Most of us are now aware that
we constantly receive microtargeted advertisements in our
social media feeds based on our
interests, location or habits.
Those in the vegan community
are no exception. However, an
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increasing number of promoted
posts targeted at vegans on apps
like Facebook or Twitter are
clearly Israeli Defense Force
(IDF) propaganda. Most of these
are videos discussing, in
English, how accommodating to
the plant-based lifestyle the IDF
is and how easy it is to be a
vegan soldier.

such measures, and around 50%
advocate for the immediate and
complete ethnic cleansing of the
remaining Palestinian
population, according to a 2016
poll conducted by the Pew
Research Center.

Apartheid Isn’t Vegan

creatures, she might not have
enlisted in a combat unit where
she would not have been able to
provide her own food.”
Unexplored in the article was
whether or not Palestinian
humans qualified as human
beings to her.

More alarming, however, is how
many vegetarian and vegan
There is a fundamental
Israel, its government tells us, is contradiction between veganism outlets have swallowed the bait
a vegan paradise of tolerance
and apartheid. Veganism at its as well. Veg News reports how
and open-mindedness, where its core is an ideology of radical
Israeli soldiers march to war in
soldiers can serve their country compassion for and nonleather-free boots and have
according to their ethical
plentiful plant-based ration
violence towards all sentient
principles, eating vegan food
beings. As vegan website Live options. Live Kindly noted how
and wearing clothes free from Kindly explains, it means “to
the IDF’s deputy chief of staff is
leather, wool, or other animal
a vegetarian and how it recently
live in a way which shows
products. There are now around appreciation to our humanity,
appointed its first vegan officer.
10,000 vegan soldiers in the
our home and those who share it Meanwhile, PETA went so far as
IDF, and that figure is quickly with us.” It should go without
to advise the Swiss Army to
rising. Meanwhile, Tel Aviv
“take a leaf out of the Israel
saying that this is completely
markets itself to foreigners as
Defense Forces’ book”. But
incompatible with successive
the “vegan capital of the world”. Israeli governments going back especially troubling is that none
to 1948 and Israel’s commitment of the articles even mentioned
But while Israeli society is open to being a Jewish supremacist
any criticism of the IDF, the
to many progressive ideas like state. Thus, in Israel, a country government, or their actions,
veganism and LGBT acceptance, that cares about animals more
effectively amplifying Israeli
that tolerance does not extend to than its indigenous human
propaganda worldwide.
the Palestinian population inside population, you can be vegan,
the country, nor to the 5.5
but you can’t support Palestinian With a host of celebrity
million refugee descendants of rights.
advocates, including Tobey
those it forced from the land in
Maguire, Emily Deschanel and
1948. In fact, the United Nations Nevertheless, Israel continues to Zac Efron, veganism is growing
describes Israel as imposing an use the fact that thousands of its exponentially across the West.
“apartheid regime” on those
Noting that a quarter of 25-34
soldiers abscond from animal
Palestinians still living inside its products as proof that it is a
year old Americans are
border, who are forced to use
vegetarian or stricter, The
forward-thinking, progressive
inferior roads, schools, deprived nation. Mainstream and
Economist labeled 2019 the
of their homes and denied all
“year of the vegan.” Yet
corporate media have,
manner of basic civil and human unsurprisingly, parroted this
uncritical regurgitation of IDF
rights. So while the IDF’s
press releases subtly presents the
assertion. The BBC, for
uniforms may be cruelty-free,
Middle East region as liberal,
instance, tells the story of an
the injustice they perpetuate
IDF soldier, Daniella Yoeli, so forward-thinking Israelis vs.
certainly is not. Incidentally, the moral that “had the army not
backward, close-minded Arab
Israeli population is
been able to provide conditions Muslims.
overwhelmingly supportive of that had harmed no living
15
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This framing is particularly
country’s victory as a huge
Narrative Managers
misleading for a number of
diplomatic triumph, with Prime
In Overdrive After
reasons. Firstly, much of the
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
most commonly celebrated
declaring winning performer
Death Of White
Israeli vegan food (falafel,
Netta Barzilai as its “best
hummus, baba ghanoush, stuffed ambassador.” Barzilai flew back Helmets Founder
vine leaves) is simply the
home to perform at a
appropriated cuisine of the local government-sponsored victory
peoples Israel displaced during celebration. The same day the
its creation. Secondly, the great IDF slaughtered at least 58
irony is that the Organization for Palestinians. There was a
Economic Co-Operation and
considerable amount of
Development statistics show that pushback to the idea of Israel
Israelis actually consume the
hosting the competition this
most poultry per capita in the
year, with some acts refusing to
world, with 80% of the
perform. Nevertheless, the show
Source:
population eating it every day. went ahead as planned in Tel
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/11/1
2/narrative-managers-in-overdriveAs a whole, Israelis eat over 200 Aviv, another coup for the
after-death-of-white-helmets-founder/
pounds of meat every year, more government.
than even the famously
By Caitlin Johnstone
carnivorous Americans.
While Israel is indeed a land that
is both comparatively tolerant of
James Le Mesurier, the founder
Furthermore, as the Palestinian LGBT people and
Animal League notes, while 3% accommodating to vegans, the of the White Helmets, has died.
He was found to have
of Israeli Jews are vegan, the
general progressiveness that
number of their Palestinian
implies does not extend to the plummeted from a height to the
street outside his home, and
Israeli counterparts is twice as realm of politics, where the
high. Therefore, the narrative
country continues to lurch ever authorities are reportedly calling
it a suicide.
begins to disintegrate upon even more rightward to the point
modest inspection.
where even its former Prime
Le Mesurier has a history with
Minister, Ehud Barak, has
British military intelligence
From Vegan Washing to warned that the country is
https://www.mintpressnews.com/james
“infected” with fascism and the (-le-mesurier-british-ex-militaryPink Washing
government must be stopped.
mercenary-founded-whiteThus, in the Jewish-only state, helmets/230320/) and was
In a similar fashion, Israel
female bulldozer drivers can
fundamentally involved with an
presents itself as a haven of
destroy Palestinian villages,
extremely shady narrative
acceptance for the LGBT
vegan tank commanders can run management operation geared
community in a region of
over wheelchair-bound children, toward manufacturing support
intolerance. After winning the
and transgender pilots can bomb for yet another imperialist
event in 2018, the country
wedding receptions. The trick
military intervention in yet
received the right to host the
the IDF is trying to play is to get another Middle Eastern nation,
Eurovision Song Contest, a
as much of the world to
so obviously any claims of
continent-wide celebration of
concentrate on its (limited)
suicide should be taken with a
flamboyantly gay music and
liberal inclusivity and ignore its grain of salt no smaller than a
culture (despite not being a
near-genocidal military policy. Buick. But it is worth noting that
European nation).
And it appears to be working.
according to Middle East Eye,
Le Mesurier’s wife told police
The Israeli government saw the
16
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that he’d been struggling with
psychological issues for which
he was taking medications and
had previously been
hospitalized. Le Mesurier’s
home was reportedly only
accessible by fingerprint and no
video footage of anyone besides
Le Mesurier and his wife
entering or leaving has been
found.

excellent half-hour video by
James Corbett
(https://youtu.be/3vNwe7yKbwo). It’s
full of primary-source video
footage indisputably confirming
the organization’s ties to western
governments and to violent
extremist factions in Syria, and
explaining how an allegedly
“neutral” organization on the
ground has been used to control
the narrative about what’s been
happening in Syria.

the White Helmets, their
mission, their drive for good. A
loss to humanity.”

Journalist Jonathan Cook
criticized di Giovanni’s gushing
hagiography, tweeting, “This is
what access journalism looks
like: prize-winning war
correspondents like Janine di
Giovanni hanging out with
‘funny’ spooks like James Le
Mesurier who’ve been
responsible for stoking the very
Pundits who’ve built their name wars they report on – wars that
on Syria narrative management have destroyed whole societies.”
have been expressing grief over
Le Mesurier’s death, including Former UK ambassador Craig
Eliot Higgins, Charles Lister,
Murray has flagged the fact that
Julian Röpke and Oz Katerji.
Wikipedia’s imperialist narrative
Katerji, an especially aggressive manager “Philip Cross” has
imperialism proponent, was
made dozens of edits to Le
particularly stricken,
Mesurier’s Wiki page since his
acknowledging that this
death. Cross, who I’ve reported
pervasively corrupt operative
on previously
was actually a dear friend of his. (https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/

Establishment narrative
managers, for their part, have
been floating the possibility that
the White Helmets founder was
murdered by the Russian
government. The Washington
Examiner has published an
article titled “Did Russia kill
White Helmets founder James
Le Mesurier?”, calling to mind
Betteridge’s law of headlines
which states that “Any headline
that ends in a question mark can
be answered by the word no.”
wikipedia-is-an-establishment-psyopThe BBC’s Mark Urban tweeted
out and then deleted a thread
“It is with a deeply heavy heart c352c0d2faf), has made a more(screenshots here:
that I do this, but I can confirm than-full-time job of constantly
https://twitter.com/VanessaBeeley/statu my friend James Le Mesurier, managing the Wikipedia pages
s/1193859724539772930) in which
founder of Mayday Rescue of of both pro-establishment and
he cites an anonymous source
White Helmets fame, died at his anti-establishment media figures
who claims to have known Le
home in Istanbul last night,” in a very pro-establishment
Mesurier’s flat well enough to
slant; an article by Five Filters
Katerji tweeted. “I am
be sure that it’s not possible to
profoundly saddened by this, which you can read here
“fall” from his balcony, then
Jakes was a brave and decent (https://wikipedia.fivefilters.org/)
meaningfully pointing to a
man who saved countless lives. I documents how the “Philip
“black propaganda campaign by will miss him. I am at a loss for Cross” account has been
Russia and Assad media” against
working morning to night with
words.”
Le Mesurier. He apparently
precisely zero days off toward
didn’t consider the possibility of Janine di Giovanni, who in 2016 this endeavor.
suicide until later, saying he
authored a fawning puff piece on
deleted his thread due to “new Le Mesurier and the White
An article published by Murray
information”.
Helmets for Newsweek, tweeted, last year
(https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archi
“Terrible news. James was
For more info on Le Mesurier funny, smart, brave,committed. ves/2018/05/the-philip-cross-msmand his White Helmet mates, I He stood up to bullies. On the promotion-operation-part-3/)
highly recommend watching this right side of history. Believed in documents the curious fact that
although the serial Wikipedia
17
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editor had only about 200
followers on Twitter, he was
followed by many high-profile
narrative managers from huge
British news media outlets like
The Guardian, The Times and
the BBC, as well as none other
than James Le Mesurier himself.
Murray wrote at the time:
“Why then does James
LeMesurier, founder of the
‘White Helmets’, follow Philip
Cross on twitter? Why does exminister Tristram Hunt follow
Philip Cross on Twitter? Why
does Sarah Brown, wife of
Gordon, follow Philip Cross on
twitter? Why then do so the
following corporate and state
journalists follow ‘Philip Cross’
on twitter?”

in the article) “who has
been the target of
repeated online
disinformation
campaigns”

become doubtful in the
propaganda machine which
greases the gears of war, then
warmongering itself will become
impossible to carry out without
waking the masses up from the
narrative control matrix they’ve
• Alternet is not
considered RS, the article worked so hard to lull us into.
Without endless war, the empire
is by Max Blumenthal
will crumble.
• this is the Assadist line
Whoever controls the narrative
which has no usable
sources & should not be controls the world. Narrative
given undue credibility control comes before any other
priority the empire might have;
before resources, before land,
• rumour/conspiracy
theory spread by non-RS before even war itself. Our rulers
and their goons will protect their
The article also has an editorial ability to control the story of
discussion section about whether what’s happening tooth and
or not it’s appropriate to have a claw. It’s up to us to see through
“criticisms” section on the page, their lies and bring an end to the
lie factory.
and how much any criticisms
should be limited. Cross is of
course intimately involved in
Pedophiles ‘born
this discussion as well.

To these questions I would add,
why was Le Mesurier seen
defending “Philip Cross” from
someone voicing suspicion of
The Syria Deception: Alhim on Twitter after George
Qaeda Goes to Hollywood:
Galloway offered a reward for
information about the account?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2FUpbZXaN9w&feature=youtu.be
These questions have never been
satisfactorily answered. And
There is an immense narrative
now this same account is
frantically editing the Wikipedia management campaign
dedicated to controlling what
page of his late fan James Le
Mesurier. Some excerpts from people think about what’s
the editing notes Cross has made happening in Syria, aimed not
to the page (note: according to solely at advancing the
longstanding regime change
Wikipedia, “RS” is short for
agenda of the US-centralized
Reliable Source):
empire but at protecting the
credibility of the warmongering
• not WH alone:
“Unfounded conspiracy government and media
theories latched onto the institutions who the public is
White Helmets’ foreign growing increasingly skeptical
funding and ties to Mr. of in a post-Iraq invasion
Le Mesurier” and (earlier information age. If people
18

not made’ claim
could see child
molestation as a
‘sexual orientation’

Source: https://www.rt.com/oped/472854-pedophiles-born-sexualorientation/

By Robert Bridge
The brains of pedophiles are
hardwired from the womb and
nothing can change them,
according to a study by a
prominent doctor. Will this

THE CRITICAL THINKING TIMES
research serve to give child sex
predators more rights than their
victims?
Dr. James Cantor, a
neuroscientist at the Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health
(CAMH), has triggered
controversy with a recent
interview in which he argues,
based on MRI brain scans of
convicted child molesters, that
“pedophilia begins in the
womb.” Strangely, however, no
brains of infants or children
were examined in the study.
At one point in the interview, it
seemed that Cantor was being
too kind to “positive
pedophiles,” as he politely refers
to those individuals who refrain
from acting upon their
unspeakable impulses. Cantor
argues there is a difference
between a so-called ‘positive
pedophile’ who has committed
no crime, and a sexual predator
who has violated a child.
“There’s nothing about a
pedophile who has never
touched anybody, never watched
child porn, has a sexual interest
pattern he didn’t ask for and
can’t get rid of. What did he do
wrong,” Cantor asked. “What
am I blaming him for?”
That comment seems fair
enough. So long as the sexual
deviant is able to control his
unnatural urges and not harm
anyone, while seeking out
professional help, there is no
reason to vilify that person. No
crime has been committed.
Nevertheless, I can’t help but
wonder if Cantor’s use of the

term “sexual interest pattern” is
just another way of saying
‘sexual orientation’? Some fear
that is where this discussion on
pedophilia and its alleged
beginnings in the womb is
heading.

prevent child sexual
exploitation.”

It is very difficult to understand
how slapping a ‘sexual
orientation’ label on pedophilia
will do anything to protect the
real victims, who are, of course,
There has been an active
the vulnerable children. In fact,
campaign going on for years,
it seems the new designation
and not least of all in academia, will only increase their chances
to categorize pedophilia NOT as of being victimized since the
some kind of sexual deviancy
predators may feel that they
worthy of society’s harshest
have license to act according to
opprobrium, but rather a ‘sexual their newfound status in the
orientation.’ In other words, in LGBTQS club.
the very same ballpark as the
LGBTQS crowd (I’ve taken the Furthermore, it seems odd that
liberty of adding an ‘S’ for
Seto wants to blame the public at
‘Straight’ since this group tends large for their ‘hate and fear’ of
to get sidelined these days). This pedophiles, which forces the
appears to be just more identity latter to “remain hidden.” There
politics, where sexual predators is, of course, a very good reason
– the purported ‘victims of
for people to feel threatened by
nature’ – are entitled not only to such individuals, some of whom
a special ranking in the camp of are determined to inflict harm
sexual orientations, but to our
upon children. These negative
sympathy as well. The
feelings are nothing more
mainstream media has also been fundamental than the human
actively pursuing this line of
‘survival instinct.’ Finally, why
thought
has so much of the conversation
(https://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/articl on pedophilia these days
e/3216b48d-3195-4f67-8149switched from the abused to the
54586689ae3c).
abuser? What about the rights of
the children who are at constant
Back in 2013, Dr. Cantor was
risk of being accosted by these
featured in an article where one mentally deranged individuals?
of his former colleagues at
CAMH, Dr. Michael Seto,
While Cantor has refrained from
answered the question proposed using the term “sexual
in the headline (‘Is pedophilia a orientation,” in one particular
sexual orientation?’) when he tweet he did not refute the idea
was quoted in a study as saying: when given the chance that
“Pedophiles will remain hidden pedophiles might eventually be
if they continue to be hated and counted among the LBGTQS
feared, which would impede
crowd.
efforts to better understand this When a Twitter user exclaimed
sexual orientation and thereby that “No P [as in ‘pedophile’]
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should not be part of LGBT
because it is a category that is
*inherently* abusive. P is a
mental illness, not a gender,”
Cantor did not agree or disagree
with the assertion, but only
corrected the person, reminding
him that “being a gender is not
what puts something in the list.”
This forces one to ask if being a
‘born’ pedophile will assure
future membership.

American is being inundated by Judging by the devastating
a massive wave of conflicting
public fallout that accompanied
messages when it comes to the the tweet, however, it is obvious
subject of pedophilia. And the that the public has no stomach
media, as to be expected, is only for such libidinous behavior
aggravating the situation.
from its youth.
Currently, Americans are trying
to digest the news about the late Meanwhile, hyper-sexualization
sexual deviant Jeffrey Epstein continues to run amok inside of the
US public school system to the
and his private ‘Pedo Island,’
where hundreds of wealthy elites point that even preschoolers, too
would gather to frolic among an young to tie up their shoelaces, are
being subjected to smut talk. The
entourage of underage girls.
educators who teach the lessons
Although Cantor’s research has Coming just months after the
occasionally dress in drag, while
been known for years, America’s torch-carrying #MeToo
the textbooks are risqué enough to
current cultural climate, steeped inquisition, the United States
make a grown adult blush. Is it any
as it is in over-the-top political looked as if it really needed to wonder, then, that very young
correctness, has given it renewed check itself into 12-step sexchildren are expressing doubts over
their gender, proclaiming that they
life. In fact, it seems possible
addiction rehabilitation.
are the opposite sex?
that the ‘progressive’ social
justice warriors, who have a
Meanwhile, on the other side of
talent for finding an injustice
this carnal carnival, the media Amid these two radically different
everywhere – from a Civil War continues to bombard its captive messages it is increasingly difficult
to say whether pedophilia is really
monument in the town square
viewers with an opposing
taboo in the US or becoming more
and the ‘patriarchy’ to the men’s message that says sex and
socially acceptable. Now, with
bathroom – will one day be
minors go together as naturally Cantor’s study declaring pedophilia
tempted to fight for the ‘rights’ as apple pie and Chevrolet. Just as rooted in some kind of genetic
of the pedophile.
ask ‘Desmond is Amazing.’ At trait, the kiddy pool is really
the precocious age of 12, this
muddied.
As recent experience has taught boy from New York is the
us, the radical left has been
feature attraction at gay pride
The results of the study, which may
or may not aggravate the situation
known to act extremely
parades and strip clubs
irrational when confronted with nationwide. Many people view with regards to pedophilia, demand
the question of victimhood. And this salacious exhibitionism as to be more heavily scrutinized by
now with researchers claiming nothing less than pedophilia. Is other members of the scientific
that pedophilia begins in the
this the future fate of America community.
womb and that there is no
where very young boys and girls
While it is true that not all
effective treatment for this
– far below the age of sexual
pedophiles act upon their sexual
condition, it seems just a matter consent, not to mention puberty urges, the fact remains that many
of time before convicted
– are able to participate in these do. Therefore we owe it to the
pedophiles demand full equality spectacles? At least one media safety of children to ensure that
before the law. The way things outlet thinks so.
more resources are devoted to
are going, it would be premature
examining this mental problem and
that pedophiles get the medical
and even foolish to say they will “Desmond Is Amazing is the
treatment they need and deserve in
not succeed.
future and we’re here for it,”
order to lead normal lives.
declared Mashable, unable to
At this point, it should be
steer its misguided subjectivity
remembered that the average
like responsible journalists.
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